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Abstract

This paper introduces different feature

selection techniques for neural network

based small-signal stability assessment.

Large-scale power systems like the

European interconnected network may

experience low frequency oscillations

between remote parts of the system. These

oscillations are caused by large power

transits in the network.

In dynamic security assessment, a fast and

accurate artificial intelligence technique

can be applied. Hereby, the state of the

system is predicted by the use of a neural

network (NN), which provides information

about the system eigenvalues and therefore

the damping of the oscillations.

Because NN cannot be trained with the

complete power system data, a reduction

technique needs to be implemented.

Therefore, this paper introduces different

feature selection techniques and their

applications.

1 INTRODUCTION

The system under study is the European

interconnected power system, also known

as UCTE/CENTREL. The system consists

of the western European Union for the

Coordination of Transmission of

Electricity (UCTE) and the central

European power system (CENTREL),

which includes the central European

countries Poland, Hungary, the Czech and

Slovak Republic. Due to the recent

integration of the CENTREL power

system, the European network has grown

rapidly. Further extensions, e.g. in the

Balkan area, are under investigations.

The integration of the two large power

systems (UCTE and CENTREL) led to a

different stability behavior. Although the

European network is strongly mashed, it

includes parts with high power

concentration, which could swing against

each other. Interarea oscillations are

observed particularly when two or more

net groups in the power system (i.e. power



supply companies) exchange energy. These

so-called interarea oscillations are slow

damped oscillations with quite low

frequencies.

In the European system, small-signal

stability is largely a problem of insufficient

damping of these oscillations [4], [5].

With the deregulation of the electricity

market in Europe, the utilities are allowed

to sell their generated power outside their

traditional borders and compete directly for

customers.

For economical reasons, the operators are

often forced to steer the system closer to

the stability limits. Thus, the operators

need different computational tools for

system stability. These tools must be

accurate and fast to allow on-line stability

assessment.

The small-signal stability method, the

modal analysis, is based on the

computation of eigenvalues and

eigenvectors [1]. The inter-area modes are

associated with the swinging of many

machines in one part of the system against

machines in other parts. In the European

case, three global modes (eigenvalues) are

of particular importance because when

they lack damping the whole system starts

to oscillate. For example, load flow

situations including large power transits

between Spain, Portugal, Poland or some

Balkan States lead very often to a weakly

damped power system.

Figure 1 shows 3 dominant eigenvalues in

the complex plain. These eigenvalues are

interesting because they show low

frequencies, which identify them as inter-

area eigenvalues. The slant lines in the

figure characterize constant damping in the

range of 0% to 20%. For many different

load flow situations, these eigenvalues

remain in the stable region, but in some

cases they shift to the low damping region

and can cause system instability.

Figure 1: Changes of Dominant
Eigenvalues under 1,868 Different
Load Flow Situations

2 APPROACH

The computation of the small signal

stability is a time consuming process for

large networks because it includes the load

flow computation, the linearization at the

operating point, and the eigenvalue



computation. Moreover, it requires the

knowledge of the complete system data.

Thus, it is not suitable for on-line

applications.

An alternative method is to use a neural

network (NN) trained with off-line data for

different load flow conditions. By using

NN, a fast computation of the eigenvalues

is possible, providing that the network is

properly designed. For on-line

applications, the NN predicts the dominant

eigenvalues based on the current operating

conditions.

The off-line data can be generated by

simulating various load flow situations

using a model of the UCTE/CENTREL

power system. Hereby, the generation of

net groups in the power system is changed

to create diverse load flows between the

different net groups.

Each new load flow situation in the

network provides a new pattern for NN

training and the basic challenge is to

simulate load flow cases that are highly

correlated with the system stability.

Another advantage of the NN is that it can

be properly trained with few input features.

This is also important considering that due

to increasing competition utilities may not

share essential information. Only very few

features are commonly available such as

the transmitted power or the generation of

complete net groups. Information about

single generators or transmission lines is

usually not available.

Once it is trained, the NN can predict the

eigenvalues within milliseconds. However,

the key issue is to find the best-input

features that describe the system under

study. These input features have to be

measurable and need to contain as much

information as possible about the small-

signal stability.

The principal applicability of NN for

stability prediction has been proven in

previous works about the large-scale

dynamic model of the UCTE/CENTREL

power system [6], [7].

3 FEATURE REDUCTION

The entire data for the UCTE/CENTREL

system include features for power

equipment such as the transmission lines,

transformers, generators, and loads. Hence,

there is a large number of features in such

an extensive power system. The size of this

feature set creates the bottleneck problem

for NN training. Therefore, feature

extraction or selection techniques are

indispensable for NN based small-signal

stability assessment.



First, a pre-selection is performed by

engineering judgment, whereby only the

available and measurable features are used.

After pre-selection, the size of these

feature sets can be reduced using a

reduction technique.

In this study, the selected features are:

• Total generated real and reactive power
in each net group

• Real and reactive power transmitted
between neighboring net groups

• Voltage and voltage angle on
generators, loads, and transmission
lines between neighboring net groups

The total power generated in one net group

is the sum of all generator power within

this net group, and the power flow between

two neighboring net groups is the sum of

power over all transmission lines between

them.

However, the total number of all pre-

selected features is 4,379, which is still too

extensive for NN training. Therefore, the

next sections will introduce some feature

selection techniques for further reduction.

In contrast to feature selection methods,

feature extraction methods are not applied

in this study. On one side, they lead to

highly accurate reduction results, but on

the other side the physical meaning of the

features is lost after reduction. Both

techniques have already been applied and

compared previously and for this reason,

only more advanced selection techniques

are investigated in this study [7].

4 APPLIED SELECTION TECHNIQUES

In literature, one can find many different

techniques suggested for feature selection.

But as a matter of fact, there are only few

methods applicable due to special

constraints for the given problem.

The following example using correlation as

measure of goodness for selection may

help to understand this statement: If the

correlation between eigenvalues and the

total generated power in one net group is

relative low, the correlation between

eigenvalues and a set of some total

generated power features might be much

higher.

This is reasonable considering the fact that

eigenvalues do not depend on the

generated power of a single net group but

on the load flow scenario in the entire

power system including more than one net

group.

Therefore, the selection using correlation

as measure of goodness is focused on the

canonical correlation, which computes the

correlation between two groups of features.



Another applicable technique for feature

selection are clustering methods [7]. Good

results can be obtained by a technique

called principal feature analysis (PFA),

which is a selection by clustering, but on

the base of transformed feature vectors

reduced in dimension. The reduction is

carried out with the help of principal

component analysis (PCA) [8].

However, these techniques can be

expanded to a multiple step selection

(MSS).

Hereby, only small homogenous subsets of

features are reduced in the first step using

the PFA method. Then, the results are

added to a new set, which is reduced in a

second step.

Advantages of this technique are

combinations of different selection

methods for step 1 and step 2.

5 DATA PREPROCESSING

The first step in data reduction is the

preprocessing of the data. Data

preprocessing can be necessary to equal

the data set. The data will be normalized,

which is a linear transformation of each

feature in the data set to obtain a zero mean

and unit variance.

The initial feature matrix X is defined as
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whereby p is the number of patterns and n

is the number of features. Thus, the column

vectors jx  are given by
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Therefore, let F be the standardized feature

matrix of dimension np × , whereby n is

the number of the original feature vectors

and p is the number of patterns.
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6 CANONICAL CORRELATION

In some applications it might be useful to

compute the correlation not between two

given features, but between two groups of

features. In this case, the well-known

correlation coefficient is not applicable

since it does not regard the correlation

between groups.

A solution to this problem is provided by

the canonical correlation method (CCM)

[2]. Hereby, a canonical correlation

coefficient is computed, which determines

the correlation between two groups of

features.

Given are the standardized feature matrices

xF  and YF  including n and m features,

respectively. The matrices include p

pattern and the empirical covariance

matrices can be computed by

xxp
FFC ⋅⋅

−
= T

x 1
1      (8)

   and yyp
FFC ⋅⋅

−
= T

y 1
1      (9)

The matrix xyC  determines the covariance

between the features in xF and YF , the

matrix is given by

yxxy p
FFC ⋅⋅

−
= T

1
1    (10)

In the next step, the matrix Q can be

obtained
T
xy

1
yxy

1
x CCCCQ ⋅⋅⋅= −−    (11)

Then, the n eigenvalues of Q are given by

iλ , whereby the largest eigenvalue is

denoted Gλ . This eigenvalue provides an

estimation for the maximal canonical

correlation r.

Gλ=r    (12)

However, in contrast to the correlation

coefficient, the computation of canonical

correlation coefficients r for different

combinations of input feature sets allows a

much better investigation of the impact of

input features to the eigenvalues.

Therefore, this feature selection method

can be applied on the given problem.

While the merit of this technique is proven

by the high reduction rate and the accurate

results after NN training, the algorithm can

only be implemented as a Monte-Carlo-

Method. The features in the original set are

not ordered in any way but added number

by number. Therefore, a systematic search

algorithm or strategy cannot be used to

find a combination of features with a high

canonical correlation.

Considering that about 60 features need to

be selected from a total set of more than

4000 features, only very few combinations

can be computed. Therefore, the solution

found by the Monte-Carlo-Algorithm is

only a first approximation of a set of

selected features.



One solution for feature reduction by the

canonical correlation method is given in

Figure 2 and Figure 3.

These figures show the training and testing

results of a NN trained with the selected

feature set.

The eigenvalues marked with crosses are

the ones used as targets. The circles are the

NN outputs. The targets and the NN

outputs are connected by lines.

Figure 2: Training Results of the NN after
Training with Features selected
by CCM
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Figure 3: Testing Results of the NN after
Training with Features selected
by CCM

7 PRINCIPAL FEATURE ANALYSIS

The PCA technique, a feature extraction

method, leads to the best possible

reduction results, which are a good

representation of the original data [8]. This

is obvious, when PCA is analyzed in detail.

The projection onto a smaller number of

orthonormal axes leads to a coordinate

system with axes of largest spread.

The PCA technique is characterized by a

high reduction rate and a minimal loss of

information. Moreover, the technique is

fast and can be applied on large data sets.

It’s only lack is the fact, that the projection

to the lower dimensional space transforms

the original features into new ones under

loss of their physical meaning.

Because feature selection techniques do

not have this disadvantage, the

combination of PCA and feature selection

will have both benefits.

One way of combining these methods is

described in this section.

First, the empirical covariance matrix C of

the normalized feature matrix F, given in

equation (6), is computed

FFC ⋅⋅
−

= T

1
1

p
   (13)

If T is a nn×  matrix including the

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix C,



the diagonal variance matrix 2Σ  is given

by

TCTΣ ⋅⋅= T2     (14)
2Σ  includes the variances 2

xσ . Noticeable

is hereby, that the eigenvalues kλ  of the

covariance matrix C are equal to the

elements of the variance matrix 2Σ ,

whereby the standard deviation kσ  is also

called singular value of F:

)1(2 nkkk ≤≤= λσ    (15)

The n eigenvalues of C can be determined

and sorted in descending order

nλλλ ≥≥≥ �21 . While T is a n-

dimensional matrix whose columns are the

eigenvectors of C, qT is a qn×  matrix

including q eigenvectors of C

corresponding to the q largest eigenvalues

of C.

The value of q determines the size of the

new dimension and is smaller than n. It

also determines the retained variability of

the features, which is the ratio between the

first q eigenvalues and the sum of all n

eigenvalues.
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The n rows of qT can be assumed as

vectors T
iv , which represent the projection

of the i-th feature of F onto the lower q-

dimensional space. However, the q

elements of T
iv  correspond to the weights

of the i-th feature of F on the q axes of the

subspace. From [3] and [8] follows, that

original features, which are highly

correlated, have similar absolute value

weight vectors T
iv .

In other words, two independent features

will show a high divergence of their

corresponding weight vectors T
iv . On the

other side, two identical features will lead

to identical absolute weight vectors.

Once the weight vectors T
iv  are computed,

they can be clustered to qp >  groups. The

number of cluster needs to be greater than

the number of weight vectors T
iv  to obtain

the same variability as the PCA. Usually,

1-5 additional dimensions are needed.

Because of the similarity between the

features within a cluster, one of them can

be selected and the others can be treated as

redundant information. The feature in one

cluster, which is closest to the centroid of

this cluster, will be chosen as a principal

feature. Thus, a group of p features will

remain as principal features.

Hereby, the centroid c of a cluster

including n vectors a is defined as

∑
=

⋅=
n

i
in 1

1 ac    (17)



and the distance d between centroid c and

vector a is computed by

acca −=),(d    (18)

The PFA method was applied to the given

set of more than 4,000 features. First, the

set was reduced to a subset using only the

55 largest principal components.

Considering the retained variability in the

set, which is 98.3 %, the number of 55

principal components is sufficient for the

given problem. Then, the corresponding

eigenvectors were clustered into 60 groups.

These groups have been used for NN

training and the results are shown in Figure

4 and Figure 5.

Figure 4: Training Results of the NN after
Training with Features selected
by PFA

However, it is even possible to skip the

PCA computation in PFA, which means,

that the features are clustered directly from

the beginning. In fact, the computation of

the principal components is not necessary

to obtain accurate reduction results [7].

But in case of large feature sets, the k-

means cluster algorithm results in

increasing inaccuracy. This is why the PFA

technique is used which results in

transformed and reduced dimensionality

feature vectors. However, these vectors

correspond to the original feature vectors.

Therefore they are more suitable for a fast

and accurate clustering.
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Figure 5: Testing Results of the NN after
Training with Features selected
by PFA

8 MULTIPLE STEP SELECTION

Multiple step selection (MSS) is the

continuation of the PFA technique. In

MSS, the PFA method is applied more

than one time or different techniques are

combined following each other.



This is obvious comparing to CCM and

PFA. These techniques reduce the total set

in one selection step, but this can be time

consuming (CCM) or problematic

regarding the used method (PFA), where

the cluster algorithm works fine only with

small sets.

However, since the total set of features is

highly inhomogeneous including features

with different physical meaning, the split

into two or even more selection steps

might be helpful. A first selection is done

only within homogenous groups. Then, a

second selection step built on the first one

is performed to obtain the final set of

features.

In this study, the selection was made in 3

steps. Because the total set of features is

extremely inhomogeneous as mentioned

before, the set was split into 3

homogeneous subsets including power

features (total generated power in each net

group and power transmitted between net

groups), voltage features (voltages on

generators, loads, and transmission lines

between neighboring net groups), and the

corresponding voltage angle features.

In the first step, which is similar to a pre-

selection, the correlation between input

features and outputs is separately for the 3

subsets computed. About 10% of the

features in any subset, which show least

input/output correlation, are sorted out.

The second step of the selection

concentrates on the redundancy in the

subsets. Therefore, PFA is applied to

cluster the subsets to a smaller size. In this

study, the power features were clustered

into 50 groups, the voltage features into 10

groups, and the voltage angle features into

100 groups. The number of clusters is

variable and can be defined by the user.

Different combinations lead to different

results and an optimum needs to be found.

From any group, one feature closest to the

centroid is selected and then these features

are added to a set of 160 features.

In the third step, these sets were reduced

again by the PFA method to obtain the

desired number of 60 remaining features

for NN training.

Figure 6: Training Results of the NN after
Training with Features selected
by MSS



The results of the NN training and testing

are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7,

respectively.
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Figure 7: Testing Results of the NN after
Training with Features selected
by MSS

9 CONCLUSIONS

Any of the introduced techniques show

good results as shown in the figures before.

However, the data include much

redundancy and so they are reducible up to

a high ratio. This fact leads to a reduction

ratio of 98.6 %, which results from a set of

60 features selected from a total set of

4,379 features. For more detailed

comparison of the different techniques, an

error function needs to be defined. In this

study, the error λE  for a given eigenvalue

ωσλ j+=  determines the normalized

distance between targets and outputs for

one pattern. It is defined by the following

equation:

2
target

2
target

2
targetoutput

2
targetoutput )()(

ωσ

ωωσσ
λ

+

−+−
=E  (19)

This error can be computed for all testing

patterns. Table 1 shows the mean and the

standard deviation for 3 eigenvalues and

all patterns.

Mean Error Std. Deviation
  CCM 0.11% 0.38%
  PFA 0.12 % 0.47 %
  MSS 0.07 % 0.24 %

Table 1: Comparison of the Applied
Techniques using Mean Error and
Standard Deviation of the Error
Function defined by Equation (19)

Table 1 allows to compare the different

techniques, but the main criterion for the

stability assessment is the prediction of the

damping coefficient. Therefore, a second

error function ξE  for the damping

coefficient can be defined as follows by

equation (20) and (21):

target

targetoutput

ξ
ξξ

ξ

−
=E    (20)

22 ωσ
σξ
+

−=    (21)

Table 2 shows the mean and the standard

deviation for 3 eigenvalues and all patterns

using an error function regards the

damping coefficient defined by equation

(20).



Mean Error Std. Deviation
  CCM 1.10 % 3.99 %
  PFA 1.31 % 7.52 %
  MSS 0.69 % 2.87 %

Table 2: Comparison of the Applied
Techniques using Mean Error and
Standard Deviation of the Error
Function defined by Equation (20)

Table 1 and 2 allow to compare errors of

the 3 applied techniques. The results of

CCM and PFA are accurate and applicable

for on-line stability assessment and fast

eigenvalue prediction, but the results of

MSS are much more accurate.

The reason can be found in the application

of more than one selection step, which is

recommendable for selection problems

with a large number of inhomogeneous

features.

Another way of comparison is the time

used for selection. Therefore, Table 3

shows the time comparison of the applied

techniques.

Reduction Time
  CCM > 4 h
  PFA 19 min.
  MSS 14 min.

Table 3: Comparison of the Reduction
Time of the Applied Techniques
(Pentium 4,  1.7 GHz)

CCM needs much time to find an

appropriate selection of features. This is

due to the use of a Monte Carlo-Algorithm.

But the better the required solution, the

more time is needed to compute. For small

data sets, the CCM can be used within a

maintainable duration. But with increasing

number of features, the time required to

find an appropriate solution will increase

superproportional.

PFA uses as well much time for reduction

of large feature sets because of the

eigenvalue computation of a large feature

matrix. For small feature sets, the

reduction time will be very fast.

The reduction time of MSS compared to

PFA is almost the same. The eigenvalue

computation in MSS is much faster than in

PFA because the eigenvalues are

separately computed for the 3 subsets. In

fact, the reduction time depends mostly on

the cluster algorithm, which clusters much

larger feature sets than in PFA.

However, even if there is not much

difference in computation time between

PFA and MSS, the accuracy of MSS is

much higher. Moreover, this technique is

absolutely variable and allows a high

number of different combinations and

possibilities.

Therefore, MSS techniques are highly

recommended for feature selection

applications for NN based small-signal

stability assessment.
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